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Total number of students: 30.

Student comments:
• Dan Wales is one of the best (if not the best) supervisors I had in my third year.
• Dan is one of the best supervisors we’ve ever had and I really appreciate all his help.
• Dan was a truly excellent supervisor. He was really prepared for supervisions, very happy to
answer all of our questions, and easy to reach via email. He was the best supervisor I’ve had in
my three years at Cambridge.
• Dan was also very good for exam preparation, answering questions very promptly and providing
intuition for the questions.
• Dan has excellent explanations and the resources on his website are very useful. The revision
supervision were clearly delivered, but I wonder if a recap of the year’s content would have been
better than going through a past paper. For lectures · · · 1
• A really well-prepared supervisor who uses the supervision time very efficiently. I always learn a
lot from his supervisions and feel encouraged to ask questions.
• Dan was a really good supervisor. In particular, he was very good at answering any questions I
had.
• Dan is an incredible supervisor and I’m so grateful to have had him this year!
• Just really want to stress how excellent a supervisor Dan Wales is. I really struggled understanding
much of the lecture content from the lectures and he consistently completely clarified it. Furthermore, his website is brilliant and I found his alternative mock extremely useful. Obviously I don’t
actually know how the Macro went, but I do know it went far better than it would’ve done if I
hadn’t had Dan as a supervisor.
• Dan Whales is an absolutely fantastic supervisor. He’s incredibly good at explaining things, and
super patient when you don’t understand something. Always very prepared (making powerpoint
slides!). Thank you very much Dan!
• Dan has been an absolutely fantastic supervisor this year. His dedication to ensuring that we
understand every aspect of a question is commendable. I found the content of one supervision
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(lecture content) very hard, and made a lot of mistakes in my answers. However, Dan was extremely
patient & supportive and spent a long time going through those questions, which I found very
helpful.
• Terrific supervisor! Lecture quality · · · 2
• Dan was an absolutely brilliant supervisor across the year. My supervision workstarted off quite
rocky but his constructive, precise feedback really allowed me to develop my performance over the
course of year.
• Very happy with Dan Wales as a supervisor. Very thorough marking and feedback as well as
well-structured and very helpful supervisions. Absolutely no complaints
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